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BCGSearch.com Guarantees Providing You a Legal Job              
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This press release informs the readers that BCG Search, legal jobs search website, provides 
a job guarantee. At this job site each and every recruiter is quite fervent about appointing 
competent legal professionals with suitable job opportunities amidst a competent working 
environment. 

Founded way back in 2000, BCG Search has been developed into one of the leading legal job 
sites with a range of assets which contribute in making it the unparalleled legal recruitment 
firm in the whole of America. What characterizes the approach of the recruiters at BCG 
Search is their heightened level of passion, accurate insight and the knack for working in a 
detail-oriented way which remains unsurpassed in the entire legal recruitment industry till 
date. With more than 10 years of experience in the field, they view legal recruiting with a 
completely different approach. BCG Search is perhaps the only website for legal jobs that 
offers a job guarantee. The website promises that it will get you a job if the site accepts you 
or else provide you up to $2,500 free Legal Authority services.

This legal job portal has an impressive average of more than one placement per day. 
BCG Search has a team that functions nationwide in assisting new recruits in shifting to 
another part of the country as well. The website is committed to providing job-seekers with 
best legal jobs. The CEO, A Harrison Barnes, ensures that the job researchers focus their 
expertise in getting jobs and not just resumes. A main advantage with BCG Search is that 
this legal job site provides only permanent law firm placements for the legal professionals. 
The recruitments at BCG Search don’t include contract positions, secretarial jobs or in-
house positions. The database at BCG Search is a huge one backed by the fact that it is 
primarily a research based site. Employers registered with the site are thoroughly screened 
and only reputed recruiters are included. Hence, an added advantage at this site is that you 
can carry out a custom job search on your own and find a suitable job for yourself from 
among the numerous job openings mentioned at the site.

BCG Search follows the highest degree of honesty, integrity and ethical conduct when it 
comes to placements. They take utmost care to ensure that a candidate is not exploited 
by a prospective recruiter; neither do they bribe candidates to take up a particular job. 
Their practices are clear and transparent and how to benefit the candidate is paramount 
to them.

Some of the core values that motivate and dominate each and every action and venture at 
this legal job site are: a sincere urge to improve continuously, a great dedication towards 
the requirements of the job seekers with an altruistic approach and tenacity at resolving 
every search performed at BCG Search. The people at this site work with the knowledge 
that they are entrusted with the duty of shaping the future careers of job aspirants in the 
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best possible way. With BCG Search one thing is assured; you will surely end up with a 
legal job and at the earliest time possible. The job search consultants at the BCG Attorney 
Search are first class attorneys themselves who are committed to offer the best quality 
service to the site’s clients. Each of the recruiters at BCG Search makes recruitments in 
numbers far exceeding those of other placement firms.

BCG Search is truly committed to the act of placing competent associates and skilled legal 
partners in some of the premier law firms in the country, say hundreds of satisfied job-
seekers, now working with eminent legal firms across the country. BCG Search continues to 
pursue their legal placement business with passion and fervor even as thousands continue 
to benefit from their services.

The main office of BCG Attorney Search is situated in Los Angeles with branch offices 
spread all over the United States. For more information, please visit: www.bcgsearch.com 

http://www.bcgsearch.com/

